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‘FANG Rally’:  

• Have been noting ‘FANG’ rally – can 
‘see it’ to the right

• New highs in 4 of 6 last week

• Strong move in AMZN

• AAPL strong last 2 weeks

• Creating divergence in market

• Highest risk of cycle for consolidation 
or correction

• Still healthy longer term – bull market

Important Last Week 
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Commodities / US$:
• BCOM in strong up trend

• Now seeing consolidation

Yields / Credit:
• Rates in new ‘Bull Market’

• Potential break-down in rates

• Can confirm global growth

Stocks:
• Continues to look like a strong 

cyclical ‘Bull Market’ 

• Now seeing several divergences

• Risk of consolidation or correction

• Calendar & politics the main risks

Big Picture
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Trends LT Notes

Commodities ▲
Clearly seeing ‘reflation’, which suggests 
healthy economic activity globally. 

Bonds/Rates ▼/▲
Have been confirming ‘reflation’, with their 
strength – now at risk of breaking.

Stocks ▲
Enjoying a broad, strong, healthy, cyclical 
advance – NADSAQ now ‘breaking out’
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Confidential – Do not copy or distribute. The information may

not be reproduced or further disseminated without the

permission of NexPoint. The information contained in this

document is subject to change without notice.

The information in this presentation contains "forward-looking

statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities

Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements can be

identified by the fact that they do not relate strictly to

historical or current facts. Forward-looking statements often

include words such as "anticipates," "estimates," "expects,"

"projects," "intends," "plans," "believes" and words and terms

of similar substance in connection with discussions of future

operating or financial performance.

These forward-looking statements are based on our current

expectations and assumptions regarding the fund’s portfolio

and performance, the economy and other future conditions

and forecasts of future events, circumstances and results. As

with any projection or forecast, they are inherently

susceptible to uncertainty and changes in circumstances.

This presentation is for educational purposes only and

contains statistics and graphical representations that have

been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but are

not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. References

to any specific securities do not constitute an offer to buy or

sell securities. Past performance of any security or

investment strategy does not guarantee future performance.

Charts as of: July 9, 2021 and courtesy of TradeStation or

Bloomberg, unless otherwise noted.
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Mike Hurley, CMT serves as Chief Market Strategist and

Portfolio Manager and for Nexpoint. He joined the firm in 2011

as a sub-advisor and prior to that served as a Portfolio

Manager of the Fusion Global Long/Short Fund (FGLSX) from

its inception in September 2007 to November 2008. That fund

posted a positive return in 2008 and won the Lipper

Performance Achievement Award in the Long/Short category

(ranked #1 of 90). Prior to launching FGLSX he served as

Chief Technical Strategist for several boutique research firms,

including: M.S. Howells & Co., SoundView Technology Group

and E*Offering (The Investment Bank of E*TRADE).

From 1986 to 1994 he served as a commissioned officer in

the United States Navy, where he flew over 50 combat

missions during Operation Desert Storm, earning two Air

Medals. Mr. Hurley is a graduate of the University of

California, Santa Barbara where he received B.A. degrees in

both Business Economics and Chemistry. He is Series 7 & 63

licensed and is a Chartered Market Technician (CMT).


